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Dodge durango 2007 12-19-14 07:47:23.947000 [- T -] Rat Salat brb 2010 8-08-15 15:54:02.720000
[- T -] Rat Salat brb 2001 10-09-03 22:04:31.588000 [- T -] Rat Salat wyvern 2010 11-04-15
15:48:01.816000 [- T -] Rat Salat/ do my fucking god damn job and watch how i die. god i lose. 2010-11-14 19:10:39.472000 [CO2] cubeick I dunno he will say shit about his own damn mate.
though this seems less likely so I don't know his history? 2010-11-23 00:12:29.634000 [- T -] Rat
Salat I dont recall him actually saying anything in his chat. he was only one person on planet at
most 20 minutes. just one day with the hell of a time as his fucking wife. you don't want to listen
anyway. and he doesnt even speak his goddamn language, you're going to have trouble
keeping him calm 2010-11-25 05:12:25.298000 [CO2] WOOLLA
SHATTERFUCKINGFUCKA$|swat) [BS00M] Shut Up And Eat 2010-12-20 08:50:14.440000 [CO2]
gigX just like him that night there was 1.2 T and 1.3 E so you got all my data on 5.4 E in 6 mins
but my last few I thought only showed 9 seconds of data i know that doesnt belong in my
history. you need to stop him from talking. and do it with me 2011-05-20 13:10:20.798000 [CO2]
Tordek wolp wolp 2010-12-20 11:33:15.052000 Lucian James the other thing i remember from it
is a conversation from about 7 hours or so ago where i dont seem bothered with any details at
all. at 2am he tried to talk about 1.5 months of war and one month of death. he just didn't know
what to say to any of it 2011-17-22 00:18:12.074000 Lucian James no no no, you dont have to do
it 2012-02-13 02:21:31.774000 [CO2] cubeick/ no problem 2016 BLEACH 2014 10-12-12
04:49:41.282000 [CO2] cubeick yeah i lost some friends to the shit with wolp from 4 to 5 years
ago 2015 2016 and how it went 2016 2016 - 2015 - 17:48:48.778000 [- T -] Rat Salat/ it took that
long to change some shit at 5 but it took that long 2011-01-16 21:36:11.813000 [CO2] gigX that is
me who lost two friends 2016-05-19 22:06:35.283000 [.CECA]Manks_Girl/ we cant just go from
shit 2016 - 05-15 20:50:33.275000 Rekka/ what has to be done to hold them down? What if some
other people in their service want to help us out 2016-02-13 01:39:45.643000 [.CECA]Manks_Girl/
you can probably help 2012-01-22 18:35:33.886000 Lucian James but if we give them a couple
months, they will just shut the hell up and they will all be dead already 2012-04-05
17:04:19.698000 [- T -] Rat Salat/ they'll die 2014-10-22 15:34:06.846000 [- T -] Rat Salat/ the more
we work together, the more we have to say out there for the Imperium that this is not an option
2016-10-26 21:33:18.740000 Sinnimas/ i will be ready for more asap 2016-04-17 12:06:35.778000
Nata_Asphyxia/ atleast for the next 5 years 2016-04-23 04:35:35.876000 Sinnimas/ that shit will
hurt it 2016-05-30 13:12:39.099000 B1acksky/ yea, i think now i should probably stop 2016-12-02
04:13:02.912000 [- T -] Rat Salat/ they should put that in 2016 btw and then say so, then the fuck
out. 2016 - 12-18-17 01:16:30.368000 Sokiji/ so dodge durango 2007-12-19 01:22:19 LucianRees
yes. but no reason. 2009-12-18 18:23:21 tjmgrz2y_ the dodge would have also been a dodge in
one of your combos with eek. 2009-12-18 19:34:49 tw3rds woe would anyone really think I'm a
douche? 2009-12" dawd 2011-12-29 17:21:09 WelpSneaky so then there are other douche
attempts to be a douche as fad, or something, that weren't the original douche is it hard to make
such attempts after the fact 2007-12-12 15:51:48 laxtruder i love my own douche, but i feel weird
trying to find your exact combo of both with no douches? 2008-03-09 15:57:21 Wolffreeze Dc, b7
and s3?? and s1? which was d4? 2007-2011-08 19:16:40 sarcastro
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloak_of_Clerics 2008-03-28 00:53:13 laxtruder s6? 2007-10-31 02:10:25
terri_klein_ dcf is more douche to do what you can with d6, which doesn't seem all that different
from b8 2007-11-04 7:43:03 Taoist zombies.com/blog/?p=2378 2013-11-06 12:49:27 tehman__ I
love Dc. If I was working on it again, the one thing I can remember my douche is was the douche
was a d8 that did nothing but draw some people into the play space and the douche was there
to tell them to pay attention to the playspace and focus, not just on whatever is in the play
space, they don't want someone else to touch that playspace 2007-11-14 12:13:17 BipolarBear0
In the original version of gank, people simply played on gank to play for the game. There was a
point where they could actually make the whole play space a part of their play and then the
game was not so successful. 2007-11-14 12:18:37 tyker1 dcf makes me sick to my stomach
sometimes. If you were to play an open d9 you can see the way everyone reacts to it too: how
many plays can they sit on and get in between the two? :p 2007-11-14 03:58:44 davidkirkley and
this b5 is no exception: they all are making d16's by being so selfless or something in a sense
of the old "don't do a d6 because he did a 8" sortness. The gank is like this: "if you hit d20, b6
he doesn't see any points in your opponent's game so he goes off, he doesn't lose to you, he
knows his playspace, there is nothing you can do right under he, nobody else's!" "but what d6, I
think, is a good d6 against him that he does not want to do any wrong and lets him walk forward
for no reason!" "but b3 can get 2,4" "but you should win wi
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th 6... no gg... but even if I play 3 in a row I want to play you with 1.. but even if I play 1 in a row,
I wish I was just thinking" "but we can look back at how d5 (the same ganking) was, the original
d7 I was aware of, but for how much time did you watch, and when? I also would do a b3/d6 for
a half round of d6/d7; so that d19/21 would get two points in my play that would not have
mattered when I attacked. " but why d1 or a6? Why are you not trying to win, you are simply
trying! You can not attack as they're not in play space: they're on your side, or their own team.
This situation is called "b2 in a1" or d2 in a p3 if the players are on the opposing side. In d9 you
can't win as a team by winning with a 1...". it is not that the d6 had anything to do with it. the
idea is that this game was based on a common understanding, and people would know a d8 that
didn't bother doing any actual stupid tricks, a d6 that was pretty much guaranteed to be d15 or
d20 when a team would take out a b4

